
ProColombia - Is Music the New Gastronomy?

Behind the Scenes- ‘Siente el Ritmo’
Colombia's tourism industry was devastated by the country's armed

conflict. However, after resolving the tension and signing a peace

treaty, in 2016, there has been a substantial increase in tourism.

International travels in Colombia have increased more than 23.2%

from 2016 to 2017. Peace has brought new opportunities to Colombia

and the country is living a pivotal moment as a tourist destination.

In the destination marketing field, music tourism has never been seen

as a primary driver. ProColombia decided to differentiate itself and

put music at the core of their promotion’s strategy.

Music can play a key role in building a destination’s brand,

expressing the identity and telling the stories of a place. If you have

travelled to Colombia, you certainly know how music is such an

important part of Colombian’s culture.

Colombia breathes music, from salsa in Cali, cumbia or vallenato in the

Caribbean or reggaeton. Colombians don’t only ‘listen’ to music,

they ‘live’ music. With more than 1,025 different rhythms throughout

the country, two cities - Medellin and Bogotá - were recognized by

UNESCO as part of the Music Creative Cities Network and for many

worldwide known artists music was an obvious choice to tap into to

showcase the richness and diversity of the country.

In 2018 ProColombia launched a campaign that was called ‘Colombia,

Tierra de la Sabrosura’, including the production of 13 videos

showcasing the country’s main cities. This campaign was made in

collaboration with 23 Colombian artists who contributed with their

talents for free.

The first challenge was to choose from a wide variety of rhythms and pair

these different genres and styles of music with the different destinations

and their tourism aspects. The team had to make sure that the videos

would represent the richness of the destinations.

Working with so many artists, managers and different locations on a short

time period was demanding. It required a lot of effort to organise and

program the production of the 13 music videos throughout the country.

The team at ProColombia had to deal with was the negotiation of a

contract for every singer or artist. 

The Challenges

Your Music Tourism Toolbox

How to create your destination music strategy?

Examine whether your destination has any form of music history that

could be successfully leveraged.
1

Examine whether you could leverage a music-based theme that is

unconnected to your city.
2

Identify and segment consumers for the different types of music of your

destination. 
3

 Design music tourism experiences based on segmentation.4

Build a strong marketing campaign on brand identity / design around

the theme.5

Pairing music styles to the destination: 

Artist management:

Contact negociation:

The Communication Strategy

To promote their campaign, ProColombia tapped into music media that

had not been used for traditional tourism campaigns. They worked with

Spotify, Deezer and Shazam.

The organisation also used an equalizer for the audience to pick different

types of rhythm and find the most appropriate type of music according to

their preferences.

Music apps:

Equalisers:

Creation of New Experiences:

The Figures:�

'Music is the New Gastronomy'

The videos got 170 million views, with a time per view of approximately 1

minute 30 seconds while the global average video gets  5 to 6 seconds

views.

While there is a shift in travel towards experiential travel, destinations

should not neglect the power of music. There are a lot of opportunities to

gain, as shown by the following examples.

Brand USA ‘America’s Musical Journey’

Brand USA ‘America’s Musical Journey’ depicts the history of music in the

United States, following some of their most famous icons and musicians.

The DMO utlised the musical culture to enage with its consumers.

The project was made possible with their partnership with MacGillivray

Freeman Films, Expedia Group and Air Canada.

Nashville 'The Music City'

For Nashville, music is their brand. After it was suffering a harsh decrease in

visitors in the 1990s, Nashville has now become one of the trendiest

destinations for music. Nashville decided to position itself as the Music City,

building a brand around music, tapping into the legacy of the city and building

an event strategy.

Auckland 'City of Music'

Having joined the UNESCO Creative

Cities Network in 2017, Auckland has

now started a journey to develop a

sustainable, music sector. The City

of Music has recently launched the

Auckland Music Strategy. 

Airbnb Concerts 

As part of Airbnb Experiences, Airbnb launched Airbnb Concerts. Airbnb Concerts are

intimate performances, offering bespoke and exclusive music events in unconventional

venues. The unique format of these music experiences are valued by Airbnb at $30

billion.

Stockholm Sounds is a mobile app that serves as a niche visitor guide,

created by Visit Stockholm. The app discloses places that are connected to

sound and Swedish music. The aim of the app was to introduce both famous

and less reknown insider locations within the city. 

Visit Stockholm and the Sound App Project

Here are 5 of the most important points DMOs should take into consideration if

they want to create a consistent music strategy.

ProColombia have partnered with UNWTO and Sound Diplomacy to

write the first whitepaper on music and tourism, raising the question of

whether music is becoming the new gastronomy.

According to the whitepaper ‘Music is the new gastronomy’, music

tourism is becoming a key driver for destinations. In 2016, music

tourism attracted 823,000 overseas tourists in the UK, supported over

47,000 jobs and generated £4 billion turnover.

This partnership also resulted in the creation of a Music Tourism

Network, a network for music destinations to share best practices and

exchange knowledge.

The organisation has developed

music tourism packages and

created new trails to drive

travellers throughout the country.

ProColumbia have since created

new music tourism experiences.

The Results
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